(a) Unscaled land water storage [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l
Unscaled relative sea level [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l
Unscaled geoid height [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l
Scaled land water storage [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l
Scaled relative sea level [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l
Scaled geoid height [mm yr⁻¹] vs. Degree l

(b) Unscaled land water storage vs. Degree l
Scaled land water storage vs. Degree l
Unscaled relative sea level vs. Degree l
Scaled relative sea level vs. Degree l
4 X unscaled geoid height change vs. Degree l
4 X scaled geoid height change vs. Degree l